NEW ARRIVALS (JULY)
History Mystery: Raja Raja and the Swapped
Sacks
By Natasha Sharma
Recommended for Classes – 3 to 5
“Raja Raja Chola, the king of kings, is upset.
Someone is swapping the precious pepper
being shipped to China with goat droppings.
What’s worse, the Chinese are now
threatening to stop all trade. Who can help
the emperor solve this mystery?

Trouble With Magic
By Asha Nehemiah
Recommended for Classes 3 to 4
Veena is full of bright ideas. She gets Aunt
Malu to use her herbal magic to make
something new and wonderful. But magic has its
own rules, and soon Veena and her Aunt are in
big trouble!

Maya In A Mess
By Meera Nair
Recommended for : 3 to 5
Maya has finally become a monitor! But oh no!
She’s lost the key to the class cupboard! It’s not
at home, it’s not in the playground, and it’s
definitely not hanging on her wrist. Can Maya get
out this mess?

Petu Pumpkin Tooth Trouble
By Arundhati Venkatesh
Recommended for classes 3 – 5
The Gap Club has challenged the fourthstandards to a football match. But they cannot
practice unless they get a football! The fate of
the match rests on Petu pumpkin’s tooth. Will it
fall in time?

Maya Saves The Day
By Meera Nair
Recommended for : 3 to 5
An escaped tiger.
Lost parents.
Puppies who need a home.
What’s a little girl to do?

History Mystery : Akbar and the Tricky
Traitor
By Natasha Sharma
Recommended for Classes – (3 -5)
“The mighty Mughal emperor Akbar is angry.
Someone is leaking secrets of his court to his
enemies. What’s worse, his enemies are now
laughing at Akbar. Who can help the emperor solve
this mystery?

History Mystery : Razia and the Pesky
Presents
By Natasha Sharma
Recommended for Classes 3-5
“ Razia Sultan, the dynamic ruler of Delhi, is
enraged. Someone is sending her pesky
presents-girly dresses and soppy poems on
Sultans. What’s worse, they come with notes
challenging her right to rule, as a woman. Who
can help the sultan solve this mystery?

The Right Kind of Dog
By Adil Jussawalla
Recommended for 6-8
“These are beautiful, subtle poems-sometimes
funny, sometimes sad, but always thoughtprovoking. They talk about the things that young
people struggle with: rejection, learning to find
their feet, trying to fit in and being forced to
conform. Written in Adil Jussawalla’s terse and
sharp style, with stunning and suggestive
illustrations by Ahlawat Gunjan, this is a book
for those who value beauty in words and visuals.

Kohinoor : The Story of the World’s Most
Infamous Diamond
By William Dalrymple & Anita Anand
Recommended for General Reading
“Kohinoor is not only a tale of greed, conquest,
murder, torture, colonialism and appropriation,
through centuries of South and Central Asian
history, but also a history of changing fashions
in Jewellery and the role , alchemy and
astrology of precious stones. Revealing
previously unknown moments in the diamond’s
history, the story sweeps from the century the
Kohinoor spent embedded in the Mughal’s
fabulous Peacock Throne to the years it
languished unrecognized on a mullah’s desk, used
as a paperweight , through to the torture
chamber where a Persian prince was crowned in molten lead in an
attempt to extract the truth about the gem’s hiding place. Once Worn
on ranjit Singh’s turban , Duleep Singh’s armband and Queen Victoria’s

crown, it is now locked in the Tower of London, where it continues to
arouse passions, as India, Pakistan, Afghanistan and the Taliban all
demand its return.

Good To Great: Why some companies make the
Leap and others don’t
By Jim Collins
Recommended for General Reading
“ Good to Great answers a Compelling
question: “ Can a good company
become a great company and ,if so
how?
After a five year research project,
Collins concludes that good to great
can and does happen. In this book, he
uncovers the underlying variables
that enable any type of organization
to make the leap from good to great
while other organizations remain only
good. Rigorously supported by
evidence , his findings are surprisingat times even shocking-to the modern
world. This book achieves a rare
distinction: a management book full
of vital ideas that reads as well as a fast paced novel.

The Story of Philosophy
By Will Durant
Recommended for General Reading
“The Story of Philosophy chronicles the ideas
of the great thinkers, the economic and
intellectual environments which influenced
them, and the personal traits and adventures
out of which each philosophy grew.”

The Smartest Kids in the World and how they
got that Way”
By Amanda Ripley
Recommended for General Reading
“It’s a twenty first century mystery:
America’s most privileged teenagers have
high tech schools and well educated parents
.Yet they perform below affluent kids in
twenty seven other countries in math. To
find out why, author and Time magazine
contributor Amanda Ripley follows three
American teenagers , each embedded for
one year in Finland , South Korea and Poland
countries that have gotten radically smarter
in recent memory .She meets battle scarred
reformers, sleep deprived zombie students and a teachers who earns
$4 Million a year. Their stories bring us hope and clarity-revealing how
other countries revolutionized their classrooms, deputized their
parents, and taught their children to think for themselves.

